Lawn Edgers

Lawn Edgers are simple by design but very diverse in what they can create. Because of the way the lawn edgers interlock, creating curves in your landscaping is very easy.

These edgers are very popular for creating subtle borders around flowers or plants and edging walkways and paths. Use the Lawn Edger along fence lines, around other landscaping, (as shown in the photo below) and anywhere that would ordinarily need extra trimming to get rid of the tall grass the lawn mower misses. If the edgers are installed flush with the ground then the lawn mower wheel can ride atop the edgers and eliminate trimming. This saves time and looks beautiful.

The dimensions of the Lawn Edger are 4” tall, 4” wide and 12” long. They interlock by joining the rounded end to the concave end. It is as easy to create straight lines as it is to turn either direction.

**Colors:**
(Left to Right in Picture)
Red & Black, Tan & Brown, Gray, Tan, Red, & Black

Quarry Stone

The Quarry Stone is one of the more versatile products we manufacture. It can be installed as a patio, small retaining wall, sitting wall, fence, column, steps, edger and more. For individuals who prefer a consistent appearance, Quarry Stone can take care of all of their landscaping needs.

The Quarry Stone is “tumbled” to create a rustic, aged appearance. Since it is a manufactured unit and each block is uniform in size, the Quarry Stone is much easier to install than the natural stone it attempts to emulate. The dimensions of the Quarry Stone are 4” tall by 8” wide and 16” long. However, it’s a modular unit so the actual dimensions are 3 5/8” x 7 5/8” x 15 5/8”.

As an edger, the Quarry Stone can be installed two ways. Shown in the photo below, the Quarry is installed creating an 8” wide edging and the block is stacked two high. It can also be installed “standing up” so that the edger is 4” wide. In this application, the block will need to be buried at least three to four inches to stabilize the unit, leaving four to five inches above ground.

**Colors (left to right, top to bottom)**
#8 Purple & Buff, #4 Rust (Red & Brown), Charcoal, Buff, #5 Buff & Black, Tan & Brown. (Also available in Gray upon request)

Pyzique

From the “one stone that does it all,” comes an endless source of landscaping ideas. The Pyzique Stone is most often used for small retaining walls and planters but there’s practically nothing that this stone can’t do. From edging lawns and gardens, to edging pavers this stone really does it all.

Here are two examples of where Pyzique has been used to provide a beautiful solutions to common edging needs. Using Pyzique stones gives these projects a sturdy, beautiful and long lasting stone appearance.

Pyzique can be tumbled for an antiqued look. The tumbled look is popular as it creates the appearance of age with the stability and ease that comes with manufactured concrete products.

**Colors:**
(top left to bottom right)
#7 Purple/Buff/Gray, #5 Gray/Buff/Black, Red/Black, Tan/Brown, Charcoal, Red, Tan, & Grey
**Garden Borders**

The traditional Garden Border is still a favorite among homeowners. It is a timeless and classic look. It's also very economical; often less expensive than any other edging material per linear foot. It is safe for dogs, unlike steel edging, as they will not cut their paws if they step on it. Garden Borders won’t rust like steel edging, they won’t warp and deteriorate like plastic edging and the won’t rot like wood edging.

The Garden Borders dimensions are 2” wide, 6” tall and 24” long. Each border covers two linear feet. That equates to fewer borders purchased and installed - less money and less work. To install the Garden Borders, dig a trench about 3” deep and put about 1” of concrete sand in the bottom for a leveling base. Place the Garden Borders in the trench, ensure that each border is level with the one next to it. Fill in next to the borders with the same dirt that was once removed and ensure that the borders are plumb. Compact the reinstalled dirt next to the borders.

**Colors:**
Grey, Red, Tan, Black

**Tree Rings**

The Tree Ring is another longtime favorite of homeowners. Great around young trees, the Tree Rings provide space for a several inches of mulch which improves the trees ability to use the water they receive. We manufacture our Tree Ring in two different sizes. Both sizes are 2” wide and 6” tall. Our regular Tree Ring is 24” long and our Super Tree Ring is 30” long. The regular Tree Ring requires three units to create a 24” diameter ring. The Super Tree Ring requires four units to create a 30” diameter ring.

Tree Rings are not limited to creating rings around trees. They can also be used to create round or oval-shaped planters to surround flowers or plants in your landscaping. The 30” Super Tree Rings can be used with the Garden Borders to turn a 90° corner around a yard or use two and turn 180° and make a planter or a large tree ring, as shown in photo accompanying the Garden Border description.

**Colors:**
Grey, Red, Tan, Black

St. Vrain Block Company
manufacturer of high-quality concrete products since 1946.

Ph: 303-833-4144   Fax: 303-833-4145
5150 Grand View Blvd. Dacono, CO 80514
www.stvrainblock.com

For more product photos, guides, & ideas visit our Pinterest page at: www.pinterest.com/stvrainb